
LESSON for 26/05/20, Tuesday 
 
ENGLISH GR 11 Exercise 13: LANGUAGE  
 
INDIRECT SPEECH/REPORTED SPEECH  
 

A) Copy the following in your language notebook.  
The following shows changes that take place when a sentence is rewritten in indirect or 
reported speech: 
 
Direct Speech                       Indirect Speech 
 
Here                                       there 
This/that                                 that 
These/those                           those 
Now                                       then 
Today                                     that day 
This morning                          that morning  
Yesterday                               the previous day 
Last week                             the previous week 
Tomorrow                              the next day 
Tomorrow morning               the next morning  
Will                                       would  
Can                                      could 
Do                                         did 
May                                       might 
Must                                      should/ ought to  
 

B) Copy these examples in  your language notebook. 
 
Examples: 
 
1 Direct Speech : Fathima said, "I was here all the time." 
Indirect Speech: Fathima said that she had been there all the time. 
 
2  Direct Speech: Sally said, "Mmm, this doughnut is just what I needed right now!" 
Indirect Speech: Sally murmured with satisfaction and said that that doughnut was just what 
she needed right then. 
 
3  Direct Speech: Jamesl said to Roger, "That movie we saw yesterday was exciting." 
Indirect Speech:  James said to Roger that that movie they had seen the previous day was 
exciting. 
 

C) Expression of emotions in Indirect Speech  
 
Copy the following in your language notebook.  



 
Some speakers express emotions by making noises rather than saying words. When using 
indirect speech we have to describe these noises. Here are meanings of different noises 
people make. 
 
Noise                    Meaning  
 
1  Gosh!             ...exclaimed in surprise...  
2  Argh! Eek!     ...exclaimed in fear... 
3  Mmm! Yum!   ...exclaimed in enjoyment… 
4  Grr (or swear words)  ...exclaimed in anger.. 
 
We can rewrite sentences expressing emotions in Indirect Speech in several ways: 
 
Examples: 
 
Direct Speech:  "Gosh," exclaimed Steve, "I was not expecting any presents." 
 
Indirect Speech: 
 
1  Steve exclaimed in surprise and said that he was not expecting any presents. 
 
2  Steve exclaimed in surprise that he was not expecting any presents. 
 
3  Steve exclaimed in surprise, saying that he was not expecting any presents.  
 

D) Change the following sentences from Direct Speech to Indirect Speech. Do this 
exercise in your language notebook. 

1. He told me, 'I have lost the book.' 
2. Joanne said, 'I am writing an essay.' 
3. Firdous admitted, 'I have never cooked Breyani.' 
4. 'Paddy, give that knife to me now,' command the police officer. 
5. 'We finished the milk tart yesterday,' confessed the two boys. 
6. Mike said, 'These trigonometry problems are very difficult.' 
7. 'Argh!' exclaimed Jane, 'I think I am slipping off this rock.' 
8. 'Grrr,' said my sister, 'I was watching that programme!'  
9. Jamila said, 'I will come.' 
10. Mohammed said, 'I can pick up the kids today.' 
11. Layla shouted, 'I do tidy up!' 
12. His mother said, 'You may go out until 10 p.m.' 
13. Mr Ally said, 'Everyone must answer Question 6 for homework.' 
14. She told me, 'You are rude.' 
15. He said to me, 'I love all of you.' 

 
 


